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ABSTRACT
In this study, we model a sequence of a confined and a full eruption, employing the relaxed end state of the

confined eruption of a kink-unstable flux rope as the initial condition for the ejective one. The full eruption,
a model of a coronal mass ejection, develops as a result of converging motions imposed at the photospheric
boundary, which drive flux cancellation. In this process, parts of the positive and negative external flux converge
toward the polarity inversion line, reconnect, and cancel each other. Flux of the same amount as the canceled
flux transfers to a flux rope, increasing the free magnetic energy of the coronal field. With sustained flux
cancellation and the associated progressive weakening of the magnetic tension of the overlying flux, we find
that a flux reduction of ⇡ 11% initiates the torus instability of the flux rope, which leads to a full eruption.
These results demonstrate that a homologous full eruption, following a confined one, can be driven by flux
cancellation.

Keywords: Active solar corona, Solar coronal mass ejections, Solar flares, Solar magnetic fields, Solar magnetic
reconnection

1. INTRODUCTION
A flux rope is a bundle of helically shaped field lines twist-

ing around a common axis. In the solar corona, twisted
magnetic fields are also highly sheared, i.e., strongly aligned
with a polarity inversion line (PIL) of the photospheric flux.
Before a flux rope is formed, the footpoints of magnetic-
arcade field lines are always observed to shift along and to-
ward the PIL, due to photospheric motions. A flux rope can
then form via driven, slow “tether-cutting” reconnection of
such a highly sheared field, which is associated with the can-
cellation of converging flux elements (van Ballegooijen &
Martens 1989). The resulting twist is typically around one
turn (Mackay & van Ballegooijen 2009), by which a filament
can be supported.

Many filaments lose stability after a sufficient amount of
flux shearing and cancellation and experience a confined
eruption or evolve into a coronal mass ejection (CME). For
example, Green et al. (2011) examined a CME on 2007 De-
cember 7 from NOAA Active Region (AR) 10977. They
found that more than 34% of the AR flux canceled during
the 2.5 days before the eruption, while ⇠ 30% of the AR
flux was transformed into the body of the flux rope. Sim-
ilar results were obtained by Savcheva et al. (2012). Corre-
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spondingly, a category of eruption models assumes that a flux
rope is formed before eruption onset and loses equilibrium
through an ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instability
(van Tend & Kuperus 1978; Forbes & Isenberg 1991; Fan
& Gibson 2003; Török & Kliem 2005 (henceforth TK05);
Kliem & Török 2006; Bobra et al. 2008). In contrast, recon-
nection models (Moore et al. 2001; Karpen et al. 2012; Jiang
et al. 2021) propose that a flux rope is formed by the fast
“flare” reconnection during the eruption, effectively exclud-
ing its earlier formation by flux cancellation.

Eruptions occasionally occur as homologous sequences,
i.e., events of similar morphology originating at the same
PIL (e.g., Vemareddy 2017; Dhakal et al. 2020). Of spe-
cial interest are series of smaller confined events that can
gradually destabilize a filament system and culminate in a
CME (Fletcher & Warren 2003; Shen et al. 2011; Panesar
et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016; Polito et al. 2017; Wang et al.
2019). They could provide an additional mechanism for the
buildup of a flux rope through their flare reconnection, which
is topologically identical to tether-cutting reconnection (e.g.,
Patsourakos et al. 2013; Kliem et al. 2021). The underlying
driver, however, appears to be flux cancellation acting during
the sequence of eruptions. This has been seen particularly
clearly in miniature versions of this process involving the re-
peated confined eruption of mini filaments that culminated
in a coronal jet (Panesar et al. 2016, 2017). However, exist-
ing models of homologous eruptions rely on either sustained
flux emergence (MacTaggart & Hood 2009; Chatterjee & Fan
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2013; Archontis et al. 2014) or sustained shearing motions
(DeVore & Antiochos 2008; Soenen et al. 2009); neither ad-
dresses the role of flux cancellation. Moreover, they produce
sequences of confined eruptions or of CMEs only.

Here, we extend these works by presenting the first MHD
simulations of a homologous sequence of eruptions that
shows a transition from a (not necessarily small) confined
eruption to a CME. The sequenceincludes the re-formation
of a flux rope after the first, kink-instability-driven eruption,
as in Hassanin & Kliem (2016) and Hassanin et al. (2016)
(henceforth HK16 and HKS16, respectively). The config-
uration is then driven toward the second, ejective eruption
by continuous flux cancellation resulting from imposed pho-
tospheric motions converging at the PIL. This forms a new
flux rope under the re-formed one, wrapping around its legs.
We consider the role of ideal MHD instability, for both flux
ropes, vs. magnetic reconnection for the onset of the full
eruption.

2. NUMERICAL MODEL
A simplified model is adopted for the first eruption, namely

that of a pre-existing flux rope experiencing the helical kink
instability in the torus-stable regime, which yields a confined
eruption (TK05, HK16, HKS16). A more realistic modeling
would include the buildup of the initially unstable flux rope
by flux cancellation. As this typically yields a kink-stable
flux rope, a two-scale photospheric flux distribution would be
the most general requirement for the first eruption (triggered
by the torus instability) to stay confined (Kliem et al. 2021).
This is numerically highly demanding and left for a future
investigation.

We start from the same basic simulation setup as in HK16.
The force-free magnetic flux rope in the coronal volume,
{z > 0}, is a modified Titov & Démoulin (1999; henceforth
TD99) equilibrium (Figure 1(b)). The source of the flux-
rope field is a toroidal current channel with major and mi-
nor radii R and a, respectively, placed in the y-z plane with
the center at z = �d (TD99). The Lorentz self-force of the
rope is balanced by the field of two subphotospheric mag-
netic sources of strength ±q, which are placed at the sym-
metry axis of the torus at distances x = ±L from the torus
plane and introduce the external poloidal (“strapping”) field,
Bep. Here, we replace the line current of TD99, which ex-
erts the external toroidal (“guide” or “shear”) field, Bet, with
a double-dipole system (TK05). We use the same normal-
ized geometrical parameters as in HK16, except for a smaller
distance L of the external polarities (or model “sunspots”)
and a slightly smaller a, resulting in R ⇡ 1.83, L = 1.75 and
a ⇡ 0.34, where lengths are normalized by the initial apex
height, h0 = R � d. The field strength B0, density r0 and
corresponding Alfvén velocity VA0 at the apex of the initial
flux-rope axis are chosen as further normalization variables.
Time is measured by the Alfvén time, tA = h0/VA0. The
zero-beta, compressible ideal MHD equations, identical to
Equations (1)–(4) in HK16, are integrated using a modified
two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme (Török & Kliem 2003). A
stretched grid of size 323 is used, with a resolution of 0.02

in the relevant inner part of the box. Closed boundaries are
implemented by setting the velocity at the boundaries to zero.

We deeply relax the configuration resulting from the first
eruption and reset the time to zero. We then impose a lo-
calized converging-flow pattern at the bottom plane with
constant velocity uconv and short ramp-up and ramp-down
phases, which transports part of the flux from both external
polarities toward the PIL. Enhanced numerical magnetic dif-
fusion is introduced at the bottom plane in a strip around the
PIL, adjusted such that a strong pileup of the approaching
flux elements is avoided.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1. Confined Eruption

HK16 and HKS16 demonstrated that the helical kink in-
stability can initiate the eruption of a flux rope and yield a
well-fitting model of the confined filament eruption on 2002
May 27 (Ji et al. 2003; Alexander et al. 2006). Here we
use the same representative value for the ratio Bet/Bep ⇡ 1
at the apex of the rope but a slightly higher initial twist of
f = 4.5p to emphasize the confinement by the overlying flux
even more. The relatively strong guide field yields an op-
posing force when displaced by the instability. Jointly with
the strapping field, this inhibits a full eruption (TK05; Myers
et al. 2015; Filippov 2020). Figure 1(a) shows that the rope
immediately begins to rise, as in HK16 and HKS16. Sub-
sequently, the instability saturates, and the maximum height
is reached at hmax = 6.7. During the rise, the rope develops
a clear helical (inverse-gamma) shape (Figure 1(c)), which
shows a strong conversion of twist into writhe of the rope
axis (Török et al. 2010), the typical signature of the heli-
cal kink instability. Two reconnection processes follow. The
first reconnection occurs between the flux rope and the over-
lying flux, splitting the top part of the rope (Figure 1(d)).
The reconnected field lines shrink toward the surface. The
second reconnection proceeds between the legs of the fully
split rope, forming a new rope with a significantly weaker,
subcritical twist of f ⇠ 2p in the torus-stable height range
(Figure 1(e); see also Figure 3(a) below). The configuration
is then deeply relaxed, including enhanced diffusion during
t = 240–280, until the residual velocities stay below 10�4.

3.2. Buildup of the erupting flux rope
The imposed converging flows in our model extend be-

tween the PIL and the outer area of the model sunspots,
mimicking the relevant part of the moat flow on the Sun.
We choose the smallest extent in the inflow direction that al-
lows a second eruption. For numerical convenience, we set
uconv = 0.01. This is higher than that on the Sun by about an
order of magnitude, but sufficiently below the coronal Alfvén
velocity, ensuring a quasistatic coronal evolution (albeit at
velocities typical of the slow-rise phase). As a result, a part
of the flux from each sunspot is transported toward the PIL,
where it annihilates with the opposite-polarity flux due to
magnetic diffusion. This captures the key element of pho-
tospheric flux cancellation for the formation and flux feeding
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Figure 1. Confined eruption. (a) Rise profile of the fluid element at the apex of the initial flux rope’s magnetic axis. (b)–(e) Main features of
the confined eruption.

of a coronal flux rope—the reconnection of the sheared coro-
nal flux originally rooted in the disappearing photospheric
flux (Amari et al. 2003, 2011; Aulanier et al. 2010). The ad-
dition of current-carrying flux energizes the rope and raises
its equilibrium height. Simultaneously, the overlying flux is
reduced. Both effects weaken the stability of the rope and fa-
cilitate its eruption (Mackay & van Ballegooijen 2006; Green
et al. 2011; Panesar et al. 2016, 2017; Yardley et al. 2016).

Figure 2 shows the transformation of sheared into twisted
coronal flux. A part of the flux in the original TD99 rope
does not participate in the re-formation during the confined
eruption but rather forms sheared loops (Figure 2(a)). The
converging motions advect one of their footpoints toward
the PIL, thereby strongly increasing their shearand alignment
with the PIL (Figure 2(b)). When the photospheric flux they
are rooted in cancels (annihilates in our simulation), the loops
reconnect across the PIL, detach from the base, and form
longer field lines that wrap around the growing flux rope from
below, with a total twist of about one turn. The reconnected
flux develops a strongly sigmoidal shape because it originates
from strongly sheared loops passing over the legs of the re-
formed flux rope (Bet ⇠ Bep). The triple PIL crossing (Fig-
ures 2(b)–(d)) is observed in some soft X-ray sigmoids (e.g.
Green et al. 2011).

In the center of the configuration, all reconnected flux runs
under the re-formed rope. There is no reconnected flux pass-
ing over its apex, although the inflow area covers most of the
space between its footprints. We find that the reconnected
flux forms a new flux rope, which, although closely wrapped
around the legs of the re-formed rope, remains separate in the
area of the apex (Figures 3(b) and (d)). Additionally, all vol-

ume currents (except current layers) accumulate in the new
rope (Figure 3(h)). The configuration inherits the nonneu-
tralized current flow from the initial TD99 equilibrium.

3.3. Ejective Eruption
The photospheric flows drive an upflow above the area of

convergence, resulting in the slow inflation of the coronal
field (Figure 3(g); Török et al. 2018). Consequently, the flux
ropes show a slow rise (Figures 4(a–c)), which is also due to
their increasing equilibrium height. The rise velocity is of the
same magnitude as that of the converging flows, a property
verified in the range uconv = 0.003–0.03. The tether-cutting
reconnection proceeds in a small vertical current layer low
in the box (z . 0.3) and decreases strongly with decreasing
rate of flux cancellation after t ⇡ 200 (Figures 3(g), 4(d), and
5(a)).

The onset of the second eruption is evident from the onset
of exponential acceleration (indicating instability), which is
shown by the (similar) rise profiles of both flux ropes. It oc-
curs at t ⇡ 385 for the newly formed flux rope and at t ⇠ 400
for the re-formed one (Figure 4(c)). From this delay and the
dominance in the current flow, we conclude that the exponen-
tial rise of the newly formed flux rope initiates the eruption.

Up- and downward reconnection outflows reappear at the
z-axis only at t = 442 (Figure 5(b)). We cannot exclude an
earlier onset away from the z-axis in the vertical current sheet
that steepens above the PIL at z & 0.3 and t & 280. This is
difficult to diagnose in the presence of the guide field and
overall upflow. However, if present, the long delay for the
spreading of such reconnection to the center of the eruption
calls into question a reconnection-dominated onset, as does
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Figure 2. Transformation of sheared into twisted coronal flux by
converging motions and flux cancellation at the photosphere.

the fact that the ropes move away from the upper edge of the
reconnection outflow at all times (Figure 5).

The twist of the new flux rope at t = 385 is numeri-
cally estimated from the field in the apex cross section and
the length of the approximately determined axis field line
to be f < 2.5p . This is an upper limit, because the legs
are less twisted than the apex region, and reveals stability
with respect to the helical kink mode. The decay index,
n = �d logBpot,pol/d logz, is determined from the horizon-
tal poloidal component (perpendicular to the new flux rope
at its apex) of the potential field computed from the mag-
netogram at t = 385. We find n(z= 3.5) = 2.0 at the po-

sition of the fluid element monitored in Figures 4(a–c) and
n(z=2.7) = 1.7 at the (slower rising) geometric center of the
new flux rope. This indicates clearly that the new flux rope
is torus unstable, with the relatively high values of the decay
index being consistent with the stabilizing effect of the rela-
tively strong Bet and the bald-patch topology under the rope
(Figure 3(h)). The even higher decay index value at the po-
sition of the re-formed flux rope is irrelevant because only a
weak current flows there. We note that, with a weaker ini-
tial shear of the reconnecting flux, the new flux rope would
develop a higher twist and linkage with the re-formed rope,
which could then play a stronger role in the destabilization.

As in the standard flare model, the vertical current sheet
steepens and stretches upward with the rise of the unstable
flux (Figure 3(i)). The resulting, initially amplifying feed-
back between torus instability and fast, plasmoid-mediated
reconnection raises the growth rate of the rise (Figure 4(c))
and dominates the eruption during the main rise from t ⇠ 450
until the upper boundary is approached after t ⇠ 600, i.e., a
full eruption occurs. The reconnection involves not only am-
bient flux but also the legs of the flux ropes, which yields two
weakly twisted flux bundles connecting each footprint of the
original rope with the vicinity of the conjugate footprint (Fig-
ure 3(c)). These would likely merge, again re-forming a flux
rope, if further converging flows were applied. The erup-
tions in our model are homologous—driven by flux ropes
with nearly identical footprints, passing over a very similar
PIL.

3.4. Reduction of the photospheric flux
Figure 4(d) shows that the total flux continuously de-

creases with time. It has been demonstrated through mod-
eling of eruption source regions that an eruption occurs only
when the axial flux in the rope surpasses a critical value in
the range of ⇠ 10–25% of the AR flux (Bobra et al. 2008;
Su et al. 2011). Combined observational and modeling stud-
ies of flux cancellation leading to an eruption mostly found
similar values of ⇠10–30%, in one case ⇠50% (Green et al.
2011; Savcheva et al. 2012; Yardley et al. 2016). Numeri-
cal investigations of eruption triggering by flux cancellation
indicate values of 6–10% (Amari et al. 2010; Aulanier et al.
2010). These relatively low numerical thresholds may result
from the greater coherence of the formed flux rope in the co-
herent field of the numerical models. The reduction of the
photospheric flux in the present study amounts to ⇡11% of
the initial flux by t = 385. On the Sun, flux cancellation is
driven by photospheric motions that are independent of the
onset of eruption. We also let the imposed motions continue
past the onset time, until t = 600. The flux cancellation even-
tually ceases when the converged flux is nearly completely
annihilated at the PIL. Subsequently, the dynamical evolu-
tion also ceases.

3.5. Storage and release of magnetic energy
The photospheric flux cancellation gradually builds up flux

and magnetic energy in the core of the AR and eventually
destabilizes the flux rope. The evolution of the total mag-
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a)  t = 0 b)   t = 385 c)  t = 800

d)  t = 385 f)  t = 566e)  t = 500

h)  t = 385 i)  t = 500g)  t = 90

new
flux rope

reformed
flux rope

sz sz nJB&nJu&α = 30 = 45φφ= 12φ

Figure 3. Ejective eruption. (a)–(f) Magnetogram, Bz(x,y,0, ti), and field lines of the re-formed flux rope (green/brown; drawn from each of
the original rope’s footprints) and of the reconnecting flux that forms a new rope (rainbow colors; a subset is shown in Figure 2). The displayed
volume is 73 (a)–(d), 103 (e), and 203 (f). (g)–(i) Vertical cuts, centered at the z-axis and rotated by f (in degrees), of the force-free parameter,
a = Jk/B, and normal (out-of-plane) current-density component, Jn. Overlaid are in-plane velocity vectors, usz, and field vectors, Bsz.

netic and kinetic energies is plotted in Figures 4(e–f). The
quasistatic photospheric motions and associated flux cancel-
lation lead to a gradual increase of the magnetic energy up
to t ⇡ 250, while the energy of the potential field decreases
and the kinetic energy remains negligible. The free magnetic
energy, (Wmag�Wpot)/Wpot, grows from 28% at t = 0 to 56%
at t = 385. As a result of the eruption, part of the magnetic
energy is converted into kinetic energy. The free energy then

declines to 31% at t = 800. For completeness, we note that
the ratio of current-carrying to total magnetic helicity in the
box peaks at a vlaue of 0.23 at eruption onset (t = 385), sig-
nificantly lower than the critical ratio for the onset of the
torus instability of ' 0.29 ± 0.01 suggested by Zuccarello
et al. (2018).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 4. (a)–(c) Rise profiles of the fluid elements at the apex points of the re-formed (black) and new (blue) flux ropes after imposing
converging photospheric flows (deceleration shown dotted). The latter fluid element is formed at the z-axis due to the inflows and reconnection
and, therefore, cannot be traced from t = 0. (d) Magnetic flux, (e) magnetic, and (f) kinetic energies in the box. Vertical dashed (dotted) lines
mark the onset of instability (“flare” reconnection at the z-axis).

This paper presents a study of flux rope buildup in a
sheared field by the flux cancellation and reconnection en-

forced by photospheric flows converging at the PIL. In full
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plotted in Figure 4(a).

agreement with observations, theoretical concepts (van Bal-
legooijen & Martens 1989) and previous simulations, the
process is demonstrated to build free magnetic energy in the
topology of a coronal flux rope up to the onset of eruption,
due to ideal MHD instability. The sigmoidal rope is weakly
twisted (⇠1 turn), therefore, the torus instability occurs.

The formation of a coherent, unstable flux rope is facil-
itated by imposing coherent converging flows that extend
along a major part of the PIL under the rope. A lower degree

of coherence is likely to raise the required amount of can-
celed flux from our result of ⇡11% of the AR flux to a value
closer to observational estimates and will be implemented in
future work.

Similar to previous simulations that included flux cancella-
tion driven by converging flows or diffusive transport of mag-
netic flux toward the PIL (Amari et al. 2003, 2011; Aulanier
et al. 2010), our investigation also demonstrates that an ex-
tended vertical current sheet (Mikic & Linker 1994) does not
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form prior to an eruption; a flux rope forms instead. Alterna-
tive eruption models require such a current sheet to form be-
fore reconnection can initiate an eruption (Jiang et al. 2021).
Hence, they work only if the converging transport and can-
cellation of photospheric flux are excluded.

A new aspect of our model is the combination with a con-
fined eruption, driven here by a kink-unstable flux rope. Em-
ploying the relaxed end state as the initial condition for the
main simulation, we present a model for homologous erup-
tions. For the first time, a series of confined and ejective
eruptions, and a homologous eruption driven by flux cancel-
lation, are obtained. Because cancellation also weakens the
overlying flux, a series of confined homologous events may
present a natural path toward a CME, unless the overlying
flux is fully restored by the eruptions (HK16; Figure 3(c)).
Extensions of the model are planned to address these as-
pects and their parametric dependence through more com-

plex sequences of homologous eruptions, driven entirely by
flux cancellation.
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